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THE IMPORTANCE OF CORRECT TESTING

There is always much discussion on testing and the following is an actual example of what can happen if

something goes wrong and the possible outcome.

INCIDENT

On the 28th April 2013 at Ripley Yorkshire, a slide operated at a car boot sale broke free from its anchorage

resulting in 3 youngsters being taken to hospital.

RESPONSE

The incident was investigated by the Health and Safety Executive and Harrogate Borough Council who

asked Peter Grand from Grand Affairs Group to inspect the unit and produce a report in respect of the unit

and possible causes of the incident

THE REPORT - concludes on page 7

REPORT ON INFLATABLE SLIDE SERIAL NUMBER AB99706
REQUESTED BY HARROGATE BOROUGH COUNCIL

Personal Information of Inspector:

Peter John Grand, Grand Affairs Group, First Floor, 41 Roseheath, Hemel  Hempstead, Hertfordshire,
HP1 2NG.
Office telephone 01442 245524,   Mobile Telephone 07850 843005,
Email grandaffairsgroup@gmail.com.
Registered RPII Annual Inspector of Inflatable Play Equipment (Number AI0120)
Grand Affairs is a registered PIPA Inspection Body

Client Brief:

To attend Harrogate International Centre and inspect an inflatable slide, serial number
AB99706, and other evidence appertaining to an incident at Ripley Cricket Club.
Report back on findings.

Inspection: The inspection was carried out using the inflatable industry standard
BSEN 14960:2006

The unit:

1. The unit (picture A page 4) is a 3m platform slide, manufacturer unknown,
date of manufacture unknown. The unit is identifiable from a serial number
AB99706 which is situated inside the inflation tube. The inspection carried out
was to try and determine why the unit broke free from its anchor points. It was
immediately obvious that the front / right side (type 2) anchor point (viewed
from front of slide picture A page 4) had failed substantially and that there was
also a second, type 1, anchor point was missing from the same area.
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2. Inspection revealed that there should have been a total of 18 anchor points, six
on each side, four at the rear and one on each side at the height of the
platform.

3. The anchor points at the height of platform are of a webbing construction and
no ‘O’ or ‘D’ rings fitted. These would require ropes to anchor at ground level
and no ropes were attached.

4. The anchor points at the ground level were of two types (picture C page 6).
Type one (picture D page 6) is a sewn in loop of webbing with a metal ‘O’
ring and type two is webbing sewn to PVC in turn sewn into the base of the unit. Type two (picture E
page 6) is also fitted with a metal ‘O’ ring.

5. The anchor point at the right front (type two picture B page 5) had failed on
the webbing and this was torn through. There was no type one anchor at this
point and there is no evidence to indicate whether or not this was missing prior
to use or as a result of breaking away

6. On the left side of the unit the rear type one anchor point was missing its ‘O’
ring (picture G page 7.)

7. On the left side of the unit the front type one anchor point was missing its ‘O’
ring (picture H page 8.)

8. I carried out a test on two of the remaining anchor points and both passed to
the required standard of 163kg force (picture F)

9. Calculated the maximum user height as 1.2m as dictated by wall height on
first metre of slope

10. Calculated surface area of back wall as 24.84 sq metres and anchor points as 3.
Although it could be said that the rear has four anchor points I would
recommend an additional anchor be added in the centre between the existing
anchor points.

Ancillary Equipment:

Fan:
I was informed by the officers present that the constant air fan used for the inspection
was not the one used on the day of the incident and I am therefore unable to comment
as to whether or not the fan in use on the day was suitable for the unit

Ground stakes:
I was presented with 6 ground stakes (picture I page 8) as those in use on the day of
the incident. I measured these using a digital calliper for the diameter 13.5mm and
tape measure for the length. The sizes are 13.5mm diameter x 360mm length. It
should be noted that the industry standard is now 16mm diameter and 380mm length.
This is expected to be added to the European Standard EN 14960 on its next revision
but in the current version, EN 14960:2006, there is no size stated

Safety Certificate:
I was presented with a safety certificate issued by a Mr Phelan Trading as A Bouncy
Castle Man. The certificate stated that the unit had been tested to PM 76 which was an
old HSE document which was withdrawn around 1999. There was no other documentation presented.
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Other Information:
I was informed that the operator was a member of the British Inflatable Hirers
Alliance (BIHA). This will have no bearing on the incident as the BIHA is not a
recognised industry Trade Association and is little more than a forum for operators to
exchange views. There are no checks carried out on members although they do
advertise a ‘Code of Practice’ there is no evidence that this is enforced.

Conclusion:

1. The unit had been in use with only 6 ground stakes when there should have
been 18. As there were no manufacturers instructions presented it is fair to
assume that all anchor points fitted should have been used.

2. There were no anchor ropes fitted to the side anchors at the platform height
and therefore not used on day

3. Two anchor points were missing and one did not have an ‘O’ ring
4. One anchor point was completely broken and there is no way of knowing if

this was caused by the incident or was broken when the unit was installed
5. The annual test certificate is questionable as the reference to PM76 indicates.

Mr Phelan is not a registered RPII inspector or ADIPS Inspector. It therefore
follows that it may be necessary to ascertain if Mr Phelan is competent to
carry out the annual test on inflatable play equipment. If it transpires that the
certificate is not valid it is possible that any insurance could be void.

6. There was no evidence presented on the ground conditions on the day and it is
possible that these may have been a contributing factor.

From my inspection and information gathered from the attending officers I conclude
that the most likely cause of the incident was

a) Insufficient number of ground stakes used
b) Missing anchor point type 2 on left front This should have indicated to the

operator not to use the unit until a repair had been carried out.
c) Failure or missing anchor points type 1 and 2 on right front
d) Missing anchor ropes from anchor point at platform height
e) It is also possible that the ground conditions may have been ‘soft’ and this could have contributed to

the failure.

Peter Grand
Registered RPII Inspector and PIPA Inspection Body.
Report prepared 10th May 2013
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APPENDIX OF PHOTOGRAPHS

Picture A: The unit inspected

Picture B: The failed anchor point Type 2 and missing second anchor point Type 1
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Picture C: The anchor point design

Picture D: Anchor Type 1 Picture E: Anchor Type 2
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Picture F: Testing of anchor point

Picture G: Missing ‘O’ ring on rear left side Type 1 anchor point
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Picture H: Missing anchor type 2 front left hand side

Picture I: Ground stakes presented

End of report
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You will note from the reports conclusion that test certificate presented was questionable and that the inspector
was not RPII or ADIPS registered. Most importantly the certificate, whilst in date, stated it had been tested to
PM76 which was withdrawn in 1999 so not applicable.

OUTCOME

As a result of the report and the Health and Safety Executive report Harrogate Borough Council decided to
bring a prosecution against Mr Victor Lusher (owner of the unit) and the Court papers were filed citing the
Section 3 of the Health and Safety at Work Act and Section 5 of the Provision and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations (PUWER)

Mr Lusher’s insurance sort an independent inspection which concurred with the report produced for Harrogate
Borough Council. As a result Mr Lusher’s insurer advised him to plead guilty and they would support him. Mr
Lusher decided that he wanted to plead not guilty and have his day in Court and at this point his Insurer
refused any further cover.

THE COURT CASE

The case was eventually heard in April 2015 at Harrogate Magistrates Court with sentencing on 4th May 2015.

The case was made that Mr Lusher had failed to keep the equipment up to standard, there was a missing
anchor point, incorrect sized ground stakes were used and not all anchor points were used.

He was found guilty of  all counts and was sentenced to twenty eight weeks imprisonment suspended for
twelve months consecutively.  He was also ordered to do unpaid work of three hundred hours and pay costs in
excess of £9000.00

THE APPEAL

As is his right, Mr Lusher decided to appeal the conviction and elected to go to the County Court and have his
appeal heard by a Judge. The appeal took place at Teeside Crown Court (after being transferred from York
County Court) on 14th January 2016. The appeal was heard by His Honour Judge Ashurst and two Magistrates

At the appeal Mr Lusher changed his appeal to guilty on the count of failure to comply with Section 3 of the
Health and Safety at Work Act but appealed the conviction on the section 5 breach of the Provision and Use of
Work Equipment Regulations. On legal advice Harrogate Borough Council agreed not to pursue the lesser
conviction and the appeal, originally scheduled for two days, was all over in a couple of hours and concluded
with a twenty minute ruling by Judge Ashurst

THE RULING

NOTE OF JUDGE’S RULING AT THE APPEAL AT
TEESIDE CROWN COURT ON 14 JANUARY 2016

His Honour Judge  Ashurst and two Magistrates, the principal offence is the Section 3 Health and Safety at
Work Act – Failure in his duty to conduct his business to ensure so far as reasonably practicable that people do
not incur risks to their health or safety.

The appellant (Victor Lusher) was also convicted under Regulation 5 of Provision and Use of Work
Equipment Regulations.
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‘RULING

This case arises out of a potentially disastrous situation on 28 April 2013 due to insecure anchorage and high
winds and the failure to appreciate the risks.  The inflatable took off and two children were using the slide at
the time, it travelled some distance towards the exit.  A number of people were alarmed and a number were
taken to hospital with thankfully relatively minor physical injuries but there was also  psychological  harm to
the children involved.

The proceedings were contested and VL denied both offences and he was convicted by Harrogate
Magistrates Court.  The Magistrates took into account all the aggravating features and the Defendant’s
personal circumstances and antecedence.  He was sentenced to twenty eight weeks imprisonment suspended
for twelve months consecutively.  He was also ordered to do unpaid work of three hundred hours.

The trial took place in April 2015 and the Defendant was sentenced on 4 May 2015.The case was prepared
for appeal and the Local Authority drew Forbes Solicitors’ attention to the poor prospects of success.

This has been listed for a two day appeal  hearing, transferred from York.  Appellant has had professional
advice from Mr Gent, he has abandoned his appeal for the Section 3 offence and leave has been given.  So
far as the second offence the subsidiary Regulation 5 Mrs Kerr agreed quite rightly not to oppose that part of
his appeal and it has been allowed and his sentence quashed in respect thereof.

Mr Gent does not dispute the proposition that the custody threshold was passed and the suspended sentence
was appropriate.

The elements of Victor Lusher’s failure to comply with Section 3 duty resulted in a really serious risk and
seriously hurt members of the public.  There had been recent cases involving inflatables, anyone operating
one ought to have been alert to the need to comply with their health and safety duties.

There was a failure to use sufficient anchor points and the pegs used were below the required British
Standard.  We take the same view of the Magistrates that this use of slightly smaller pegs was not so serious.
The appellant was using an inflatable which was damaged and missing anchor points.  He had purchased the
inflatable second hand without any manufacturer’s instructions and the experts’ view is that in the absence
of manufacturer’s instructions all anchorage points should have been used.

Yes he had had the equipment inspected but not by someone who was an accredited person to carry out such
inspections and indeed the person the appellant used referred in the safety certification to a British Standard
which was some ten years out of date.

There was also a failure by the Defendant to take into account the prevailing wind speed.  The British
Standard stipulates a maximum of twenty four miles per hour force five on the Beaufort scale.  No operator
should have allowed its use above that speed and indeed Mr Lusher believed the limit to be lower than that
and that he should not use the inflatable in winds above fifteen miles per hour.  On the date of the incident
minimum wind speed was twenty four miles per hour with gusts of up to thirty five miles per hour. This
begs the question why Mr Lusher took the risk to use the inflatable on that date? A subsidiary matter is his
lack of an anemometer to measure the wind speed.

The suspended prison sentence was correct in principle.  Of the three hundred hours community service we
understand that Mr Lusher has completed one hundred and ninety eight hours.  Bearing in mind that the
Local Authority has not opposed the appeal re the second offence and that Mr Lusher has had the good grace
to accept he was at fault and abandon his appeal on the principal offence, we therefore agree to make a
modest adjustment to reduce the unpaid work from three hundred hours to two hundred and fifty hours.

The appellant concedes that he will have to bear the costs of this appeal and the Court Order £6,046 in costs.
A Collection Order to be made in respect of that amount.
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A Confiscation and Destruction Order is made in respect of the inflatable.

We were not invited to make a Compensation Order as we understand that civil compensation is being
sought.  The insurers are in a better position to assess the claims rather than this Court to do so by guess-
work, without the benefit of medical reports.’

The case was covered by the local press and a full report can be seen here and here and here

Harrogate Borough Council also issued the following statement:

‘This was a very serious incident and could have resulted in much worse injuries to the people hit by the slide,
and the children who were on it when it blew away.

Members of the public have the right to expect that their safety is of paramount importance to the operators
of such equipment but this clearly wasn’t the case in this instance, as has been proved twice now in a court
of law.

This prosecution sends a very clear message to operators of inflatable equipment that they must ensure that it
is in good repair, inspected annually by a competent person and operated according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

This case shows how serious the consequences can be if these safety measures aren’t followed, and operators
should understand that Harrogate Borough Council will take the firmest possible action against anyone who
fails to meet their responsibilities.’

IN CONCLUSION

The result for Mr Lusher is as follows:

a) Suspended prison sentence

b) 250 hours community service

c) Council costs of £15046.00

d) His own costs

e) Loss of his slide

f) No insurance

g) 3 pending civil injury cases

The result for area Operators and venues

a) Harrogate Borough Council is reconsidering their requirement for use of inflatables within their facilities
which may include only PIPA or ADIPS certified units, use of companies that have a recognised training
programme

b) The venue, in this case Ripley Cricket Club, may well find that they will be having a claim against their
insurance for failing to ensure Mr Lusher was operating correctly.

c) A number of negative press reports in the area
The information used in the document is © Grand Affairs Group and must not be reproduced without the written
permission of Grand Affairs Group and/or its sources

Disclaimer:
This document is for general guidance and research purposes only, and does not purport to give professional advice

Sources: Grand Affairs Group. Harrogate Borough Council, Harrogate News, Yorkshire Evening Post, The Northern
Echo
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http://www.harrogate-news.co.uk/2016/01/19/inflatable-slide-that-injured/
http://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/latest-news/top-stories/operator-of-runaway-ripley-inflatable-slide-abandons-conviction-appeal-1-7684622
http://m.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/14215348.Operator_of_inflatable_slide___which_blew_children_into_the_air___drops_appeal_against_conviction/

